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Abstract—Many practical optimization problems are constrained, and have a bounded search space. In this paper, we propose and compare a wide variety of bound handling techniques
for particle swarm optimization. By examining their performance
on flat landscapes, we show that many bound handling techniques
introduce a significant search bias. Furthermore, we compare the
performance of many bound handling techniques on a variety of
test problems, demonstrating that the bound handling technique
can have a huge impact on the algorithm performance, and
that the method recently proposed as standard is generally not
performing well.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a versatile populationbased optimization technique. Basically, particles “fly” across
the fitness landscape, while a particle’s movement is influenced
by its attraction to the neighborhood best (the best solution
found by members of the particle’s social network), and its
personal best (the best solution the particle has found so
far). PSO has been shown to perform well for many different
problem domains, see, e.g., [1], [2], [3].
An aspect that has so far attracted little attention is the
issue of bound handling in PSO. Many practical optimization
problems have constraints, ranging from complex non-linear
constraints to simple constraints on the range of values a
variable is allowed to take on. The latter are usually called
”bounds”, and our paper deals particularly with bound handling, although many of the ideas probably also apply to
general constraint handling.
If the problem includes bounds, it is important to properly
deal with particles moving out of the feasible space. This is
particularly important if, as is often the case, the optimal
solutions lie close to the boundary of the feasibly space.
Also, it has been shown that as the number of decision
variables increases, the probability of particles moving out of
the feasible area grows dramatically [4], [24], thus a proper
bound handling technique becomes indispensable.
Bound handling and constraints have long been researched
in evolutionary computation, and popular methods include penalizing infeasible individuals, repairing infeasible individuals,
or consider bound violation as an additional objective. For
a survey on constraint handling techniques in evolutionary
computation see, e.g., [5], [6]. Basically, all the proposed

approaches modify either the fitness or the location of solutions that lie outside the feasible region. For PSO, also
the velocity of a particle needs to be taken into account. A
particle’s velocity introduces some sort of momentum into
particle movements, and, if unaltered, will quite likely cause a
particle that crossed the boundary to remain in the infeasible
area.
In this paper, we have a closer look at the bound handling
techniques suggested for PSO in the literature, and also
propose a new one. We empirically examine a large set of
bound handling techniques on a flat landscape as well as a
large set of benchmark problems. The results give insights into
the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods.
In particular, they show that the current ”standard” way of
handling bounds is generally inferior.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We start with a brief
introduction to PSO in Section II. In Section III, we discuss
and categorize previous proposals on bound handling in PSO.
The methods we will consider in this study are summarized in
Section IV. In Section VI, we expose the bias some of these
methods impose on search by analyzing their behavior on a
flat landscape. Their performance on a variety of benchmark
problems is analyzed in Section VII. The paper concludes with
a summary and outlook in Section VIII.
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II. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
As has already been explained in the introduction, in PSO
particles move through the search space driven by attraction
to their personal best found solution so far, and the best found
solution in the neighborhood.
A particle i is defined by its position ~xi , the position of
its personal best solution found so far, p~i , and its velocity
~vi . Furthermore, each particle knows the best solution found
so far by any of its “neighbors”, usually called ~gi . Different
particle topologies are explored in [7], [8], but the standard
neighborhoods are global (all particles know the position of
the globally best solution found so far), grid (particles are
connected in a toroidal grid structure with each particle being
neighbor to its four adjacent grid points), and ring (particles
are connected via a ring structure with each particle having
exactly two neighbors).
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In the beginning, particle positions and velocities are generated randomly. The algorithm then proceeds iteratively,
updating first all velocities and then all particle positions as
follows:
~vi

= χ[~vi + c1 ~1 · (~
pg − ~xi ) + c2 ~2 · (~
pi − ~xi )]

(1)

~xi

= ~xi + ~vi .

(2)

The constriction factor χ < 1 acts like friction, slowing the
particles, so that finer exploration is achieved. The inclusion of
the previous generation’s velocity in the calculation of the new
velocity introduces some sort of momentum into the particle’s
movement. c1 and c2 control the relative attraction to the
global best and personal best found solutions, respectively.
Finally, ~1 and ~2 are vectors of random variables drawn with
uniform probability from [0, 1], and redrawn in every iteration
for each particle.
Clerc and Kennedy [9] have proposed to set c1,2 = 2.05 and
χ = 0.729843788, a setting that has been widely adopted by
many researchers.
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III. R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we survey various methods for boundary
handling. They are categorized into strategies just changing the
personal best update, strategies that set the infeasible particle
onto the boundary, strategies that prevent the particle to reach
the boundary, and others.
A. Change the personal/global best update

xt

Fig. 1. The Reflect Method. The particle violates the vertical boundary and
the new position is reflected into the search space.

Instead of setting the particle onto the boundary, the Pbest
method proposed in [12] repositions the particle onto their
personal best position. The reflect method [18] reflects the
position in the search space for a particle violating a border.
Figure 1 illustrates the main idea in two dimensional search
space where the infeasible solution is reflected in the feasible
space:
For the violated dimension we compute the new position as
if Xt+1 > Xmax , then
0
Xt+1
= Xmax − (Xt+1 − Xmax )

(5)

if Xt+1 < Xmin , then
0
Xt+1
= Xmin + (Xmin − Xt+1 )

(6)

Finally, infeasible position vector components can be set to
a random position inside the respective bounds Xi,min and
Xi,max , denoted as Random in the following.
In any case, if just the position is modified, then due to the
momentum based on the current velocity, it is very likely that
the particle would leave the feasible region in the next iteration
again. Therefore, [12], [13], [14] proposed to also modify the
velocity of such particles. Figure 2 illustrates three ideas for
modifying the velocity values in combination with the Nearest
strategy.
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B. Reposition infeasible particles
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The simplest and most straightforward method for handling
the particles which cross the boundary of the feasible region is
to leave their velocity and position unaltered and simply prevent to select them as personal or global best particles. Bratton
and Kennedy propose this as standard methodology [10]. An
advantage of this method is that the fitness evaluation of the
infeasible individuals may be skipped, as these particles are
simply assigned a very high (infinite) fitness value. The hope is
that such particles will eventually be drawn back into the space
by the influence of their personal best and neighborhood’s best.
We refer to this method as infinity.
Toscano Pulido and Coello Coello [11] suggest an approach
that selects the global best particles depending on their closeness to the borders. The closer to the border, the less is the
probability to select this particle as a global best particle.

x t+1

x’t+1
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x t+1

x’t+1

xt

(a) Absorb

The second group of boundary handling techniques repositions the infeasible particle and places it back into the feasible
area.
In the Nearest method, the particle is simply set onto the
boundary if it exceeds the boundary, in each dimension i:
0
If Xi,t+1 > Xi,max , then Xi,t+1
= Xi,max

(3)

0
if Xi,t+1 < Xi,min , then Xi,t+1
= Xi,min

(4)

where Xi,max and Xi,min are the upper and lower bound for
dimension i, respectively.

x t+1

x t+1

x’t+1

x’t+1
xt

(b) Deterministic back

xt

(c) Random back

Fig. 2. Different methods to modify velocity settings for a particle relocated
onto the border.

(a) Absorb/Zero: The velocity is set to zero: Vi,t+1 = 0
(b) Deterministic back: The velocity is reversed to force the
particle back into the feasible space in the next iteration:
Vi,t+1 = −λVi,t+1 . In [13], λ is set to 0.5, in [12] it is
set dependent on the particle’s distance to the boundary.
(c) Random back: If a particle exceeds the boundary in
dimension i, the respective velocity vector component is
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reversed and multiplied with a random value: Vi,t+1 =
−λVi,t+1 , where λ is drawn uniformly at random in [0, 1]
at each occurence [13].
(d) Adjust: After the bound handling procedure, each particle i’s velocity vector is set to ~vi,t+1 = ~xi,t+1 − ~xi,t
(used in, e.g., [4]).
C. Preventing infeasibility
Rather than allowing the particle to leave the feasible area
and moving it back, other approaches in the literature modify
the velocities of the particles such that the new position is
always inside the feasible region (c.f., Figure III-C). Because
the velocity is modified directly rather than the particle’s
position, there is no need to adjust the velocity afterwards.

x t+1
x’t+1
xt
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(a) hyperbolic
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(b) random forth

D. Other approaches
Zhang et al. [15] do not change any of the particle characteristics, but simply extend the search space by an infinite amount
of copies. This is visualized for two dimensions in Figure 4,
and basically boils down to, for evaluation, mapping the particle back to the original search space by a modulo operation,
but otherwise simply ignoring the boundaries. One problem
of this approach is that at the boundaries, discontinuities are
likely. We call this approach Periodic.
Xi0

f (X) = f (X 0 ) where

(11)

= Xi,min + (Xi MOD (Xi,max − Xi,min ))

(12)

IV. B OUND H ANDLING M ETHODOLOGIES UNDER
C ONSIDERATION
For the following experimental study, 10 complementing
bound handling methods were chosen from the broad variety of available methods: Hyperbolic and RandomBack
performed best in different scenarios in a study by Clerc [13],
and Infinity was proposed by Bratton and Kennedy as standard method [16]. As velocity clamping (i.e., restricting the
maximal velocity) can improve this method [17], Infinity with
velocity clamping, denoted as Infinity-C, was included. Three
repositioning strategies, Nearest and Random, and Reflect
were selected, and combined with three different velocity
handling methods: (1) Absorb/Zero, (2) Adjust, and (3)
Unmodified (an infeasible particle’s velocity is not altered).
We furthermore propose a new approaches: In the Bounded
Mirror method, the search space is expanded similar to the
Periodic method. However, we mirror the function, to avoid
discontinuities. Futhermore, the search space is only doubled
in each dimension, and reconnected in a torus-like fashion
(i.e., a particle exceeding the upper bound re-enters at the
lower bound). For two dimensions, the idea is visualized in
Figure 5.
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Fig. 3. Boundary handling methods which always keep the particles inside
the feasible area.

In the Hyperbolic approach [13], the new velocity Vi,t+1
is normalized. If Vi,t+1 > 0
Vi,t+1 =

Vi,t+1
V

i,t+1
1 + | Xi,max
−Xi,t |

(7)

vi

Re

else
Vi,t+1 =

Vi,t+1
V

i,t+1
1 + | Xi,t −X
|
i,min

(8)

Basically, the closer the particle gets to the boundary (e.g.,
Xi,t only slightly smaller than Xi,max ), the more difficult it
becomes to reach it. In fact, the particle is never allowed to
reach the boundary completely.
The Random Forth approach, also known as random
method [13], alters the velocity such that the particle is moved
somewhere on the line between the old position and the
boundary:
If Xi,t+1 > Xi,max , then
Vi,t+1 = rand(0, Xi,max − Xi,t )
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Fig. 4. An example of a two dimensional search space shown in dashed area
and the copies of that proposed in the Periodic method from [].

0
Xi,t+1
= Xi,min + Xi,t+1 MOD (2 · Xi,max − Xi,min )) (13)

(9)

0
f (Xi,t+1
) = (14)

if Xi,t+1 < Xi,min , then



Vi,t+1 = rand(0, Xi,t − Xi,min )

(10)

0
0
f (Xi,t+1
) : Xi,min ≤ Xi,t+1
≤ Xi,max
0
0
f (2 · Xi,max − Xi,t+1 ) : Xi,max ≤ Xi,t+1
≤ 2Xi,max
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Fig. 5.

Bounded Mirror method
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V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

Throughout this paper, we use a standard PSO algorithm
with velocity and position update as described in Eqs. (1)
and (2). Most of the parameters were chosen according to
the values proposed in the Standard PSO of Bratton and
Kennedy [16]. The parameters in the PSO equations were set
to c1 = c2 = 2.05 and χ = 0.72984.
It is well-known that the particles’ neighborhood structure
strongly influences the swarm’s behavior [19], [20]. A fully
connected swarm often suffers from premature convergence,
as all particles follow the same local guide. Another popular
choice is the Ring topology, in which each particle has exactly
two neighbors. This structure significantly slows down the
swarm’s convergence, and might be too slow if function
evalutations are expensive. Experimental results published by
Kennedy and Mendes [21] indicate that the so-called von
Neumann topology, which arranges the particles in a twodimensional grid torus (i.e., with wrap-around edges), can be a
good compromise between the fast converging, fully connected
swarm and the slow Ring topology. So, we use a population
of m = 49 particles, arranged in a in a 7 × 7 grid torus. A
particle is included in its own neighborhood, i.e., each particle
actually has five neighbors: the ones below, above, to the right,
to the left, and itself.

In this section, we analyze the bias a bound handling method
imposes on search. The idea is that on a completely flat
landscape, the probability of a particular point being sampled
by PSO should be equal for all feasible points. Thus, looking
at the distribution of samples in different areas and comparing
it to the uniform distribution allows us to detect an inherent
bias.
Note that a standard PSO where a particle updates its
personal best only if it found a better solution would never
update the information on personal and neighborhood best on
a flat landscape and thus not be able to move around. This may
be an issue not only in our flat landscape experiments, but also
in fitness landscapes with large plateaus or neutral networks.
Owen and Harvey [22] have thus suggested to update the local
or global best whenever a new solution is found that is at least
as good as the previous one, resulting in a particle’s personal
best always being equal to the particle’s current position
on the flat fitness function. While this may be sensible for
maintaining diversity during optimization, we decided that it
would too much interfere with the usual particle dynamics. Our
approach is thus to make a probabilistic selection whenever
fitness values are identical. More specifically, if the particle’s
current position is as good as its personal best, the new position
replaces the previous personal best with 50% probability.
Similarly, when there are multiple equally good positions
which could be used as neighborhood best, each particle in
each iteration selects one of these randomly. In other words,
on the flat landscape and with the grid neighborhood we are
using, the neighborhood best is chosen uniformly random from
the particle’s own personal best and its neighbors’ personal
bests.
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Ideally, a bound handling method should keep the search
contained within the feasible area, but it should not bias or
influence the search within the feasible area, i.e., it should
not divert the search away from the boundary, nor should it
attract the search towards the boundary. Of course, in some
applications, where it is known that the best solutions lie on
the boundary of the feasible area, it may be beneficial to
bias search towards the boundary, but without such problem
specific knowledge, we assume that the absence of any bias
would be preferable.

We conducted the experiment with a PSO using 49 particles
on a 7x7 grid neighborhood as throughout the paper. The
flat landscape has 30 dimensions, each ranging from -100
to 100. Each PSO was run for 300,000 function evaluations,
and we replicated each run 10 times. For analysis, each
dimension was divided into 20 equally sized intervals, and
for each interval, we recorded how often an individual with
a coordinate in this interval has been evaluated. Note that the
BoundedMirror method actually increases the search space.
We map all samples in the ”virtual” created search spaces back
to the original search space, as this is where these particles
are actually evaluated.
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VI. F LAT L ANDSCAPE A NALYSIS

A. Setup
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B. Results and Discussion
Figure 6 shows the distribution of samples in the different
intervals for one run in one arbitrarily chosen dimension of
the search space. The other dimensions and runs look almost
identical. We have one plot for each bound handling method.
Generally, we can observe that the method to determine
the new location has a much larger impact than the way to
set the velocity. Figure 6 (a)-(c) shows the distribution for
the Reflect method with different ways to re-set the velocity.
Without changing the velocity (Reflect-U), there is a slight
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(l) BoundedMirror

Distribution of evaluated samples on the flat landscape in dimension one, depending on the bound handling method used.

bias towards the boundaries of the search space. This is not
surprising, as a particle, when it moved out of the search
space and got reflected, will likely move towards the boundary
again in the next iteration, due to the momentum based on
an unaltered velocity. On the other hand, when the velocity is
adapted (Reflect-A), or set to zero (Reflect-Z), what results is a
minimal bias towards the center. When looking at the Nearest
method (Figure 6 (g)-(e)) we see a very strong bias towards the
boundary, as it sets an infeasible particle onto the boundary.
And again, the velocity setting has only a small effect, with a
slight increase in bias towards the boundary when the velocity
is not changed (Nearest-U), while setting the velocity to zero
leads to an even distribution anywhere else (Nearest-Z). For
Random, there is a significant bias towards the center, as
particles near the boundary are likely to move outside at some
point are are then re-initialized. Once more, not changing the
velocity (Random-U) favors the boundary (counteracting the
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center-bias of Random), while Random-Z and Random-A (not
shown) are almost identical and have a stronger bias towards
the center. The distribution of Infinity looks almost identical
to Random-Z, with a rather strong bias towards the center.
Note, however, that for Infinity, many invalid individuals are
not evaluated and don’t show up in this plot. Clamping the
velocity reduces the fraction of infeasible solutions produced,
but, as Figure 6(f) shows, the bias towards the center is even
stronger. The strongest bias towards the center is produced by
Hyperbolic (Figure 6(d)), Due to the design of the method, it
is impossible to move completely onto the boundary. But the
results suggest that it is furthermore very hard even to find
a solution close to the boundary. RandomBack (Figure 6(k))
sets the infeasible particle onto the boundary, hence a bias
towards the boundary. But it also sets the velocity away from
the boundary, leading to a lesser bias towards the center for
the rest of the search space. The only method not showing any
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bias on the flat landscape is BoundedMirror.
Overall, there are four methods which exhibit a bias towards
the center. Hyperbolic has the strongest bias towards the
center. The second highest bias is caused by Infinity, then
Random and finally, it is barely noticable for Reflect. Two
methods exhibit a strong bias towards the boundary, as they
set any infeasible particle exactly onto the boundary: NearestZ and RandomBack. Nearest-Z thereby depicts a more or
less even distribution in the non-boundary intervals, while
for RandomBack, there is a visible bias among the nonboundary intervals towards the center. This would indicate that
RandomBack makes it difficult to find solutions close to, but
not on, the boundary. The velocity setting mechanism has a
much smaller influence on the bias. But in general, it can be
said that keeping the velocity (-U) favors the boundary.
Overall, the flat landscape analysis suggests that the most
promising bound handling methods are BoundedMirror and
Reflect-Z. If one expects the optima to lie on the boundary or
close to the boundary, Nearest-Z seems to be a good strategy.

practice to either shift the position of the global optimum,
or to use an asymmetric initialization range [16]. In our
experiments, the latter method was applied. The initialization
ranges as well as the location and the objective value of
the global optimal solution are presented together with the
function descriptions in Table I. However, when optimizing
a CEC 2005 benchmark, particles were initialized uniformly
at random in the whole search space, as proposed by their
designers [23].
TABLE I
F UNCTION DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TRADITIONAL n- DIMENSIONAL
BENCHMARKS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY. S: S EARCH SPACE , I:
PARTICLE INITIALIZATION SPACE , ~
x∗ : G LOBAL OPTIMAL SOLUTION .

Sphere
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Rosenbrock

VII. B ENCHMARK A NALYSIS

In the following experimental analysis, the effect of different
bound handling strategies on particle swarm performance is
investigated. A wide range of commonly-used benchmark
functions is used for this purpose. The experimental study is
divided into three parts: As already mentioned in Section IV,
many bound handling strategies affect both a particle’s position
and its velocity when it leaves the search space. Hence,
we distinguish position handling and velocity handling. In
our first experiment, different velocity handling strategies are
compared with each other and their influence on particle
swarm performance is discussed. In the second and third
experiment, the effect of selected bound handling strategies on
the solution quality is studied and compared with the results
of the flat landscape analysis. The main question is whether
the observations of the flat landscape analysis presented in
Section VI can be transferred to non-flat problems.
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S = [0 . . . 3.14]n , I = [2.355 . . . 3.14]n , m = 10
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“p
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P
f (~
x) = n
|xi |
i=1 −xi · sin
S = [−500 . . . 500]n , I = [−250 . . . 250]n
~
x∗ = (420.9687, . . .), f (~
x∗ ) = −n · 418.9829
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A. Setup and Testfunctions
In order to investigate the influence of bound handling
on particle swarm performance and the swarm’s exploration
behavior, a standard PSO [16] using different bound handling
strategies was examined on a variety of well-known benchmark problems. All parameters except the bound handling
mechanism were kept fix in the experiments, and set to
standard values.
For the experimental study, seven traditional benchmark
functions (Sphere, Rosenbrock, Rastrigin, Griewank, Ackley,
Michalewicz, and Schwefel), and the CEC 2005 benchmarks
f1–f14 [23] were used. From the CEC 2005 benchmarks,
all noisy functions and all functions without bounds were
excluded. The benchmark problems were investigated in 2, 5,
30, and 100 dimensions. The function descriptions of the seven
traditional benchmarks are given in Table I. In most of them,
the global optimum is located at the center of the search space.
In order to get more meaningful results, it has become good

P
2
f (~
x) = n
i=1 xi
S = [−100 . . . 100]n , I = [50 . . . 100]n
~
x∗ = (0, . . . , 0), f (~
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x) = i=1
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´
Pn ` 2
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x) = 10 · n + i=1 xi − 10 · cos (2 · π · xi )
n
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q P
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1
2
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x) = −20 exp −0.2 n
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´
` 1 Pn
− exp n i=1 cos(2πxi ) + 20 + e
S = [−32 . . . 32]n , I = [16, . . . 32]n
~
x∗ = (0, . . . , 0), f (~
x∗ ) = 0
„ „
««2·m !
P
i·x2
i
f (~
x) = − n
sin
(x
)
·
sin
i
i=1
π
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Each optimization run terminates after 300, 000 function
evaluations, and each experimental configuration was repeated
100 times. The analysis of the experimental results is based
on the following outcomes:
•
•
•

Mean objective values and standard errors after 300, 000
function evaluations.
Convergence plots of mean objective values and standard
errors.
The performance of two algorithms A and B was compared by using the one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test with
null-hypothesis H0 : FA (z) = FB (z) (no performance
difference between algorithm A and algorithm B), and
the one-sided alternative H1 : FA (z) < FB (z) (algorithm
A performed better than algorithm B). FX (z) is the distribution of the results of algorithm X. The significance
level was set to α = 0.01.
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B. Velocity Handling
In Section IV, several commonly used bound handling
methodologies were presented. Whenever a particle leaves
the search space, the effects on both its position and its
velocity have to be considered. We carried out experiments
to examine the influence of the velocity update of infeasible particles on particle swarm performance. Therefore, the
position update strategies Random, Reflect and Nearest were
combined with the velocity update strategies Zero (abbr.: Z), Adjust (-A) and Unmodified (-U), and tested on all 100dimensional benchmarks. The result of the Wilcoxon rank
sum test for this experiment is shown in Table II. On the
tested benchmarks, the Unmodified strategy cannot compete
with the other two variants. Columns 3, 6, and 9 show that
not altering the velocity after resetting a particle’s position
can lead to significant performance losses. On all benchmarks
except Rastrigin, Zero and/or Random either significantly
outperformed Unmodified, or the obtained solution quality
was similar, according to the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Using
the Unmodified strategy resulted in noticably poor average
objective values (not presented here) in comparison to Zero
and Adjust on many of the investigated testfunctions.
The first table shows that using Nearest-Z often leads to
significantly superior results than the application of NearestA or Nearest-U. The latter two variants have the following
drawback: Suppose that in the d-th search space dimension,
the upper bound was violated by particle i in iteration t but
not in iteration t − 1. Then, if the velocity is not altered or
if it is adjusted, the d-th component of particle i’s velocity
vector, vi,t,d , is greater than zero, and the particle is again
attracted to infeasible regions in the subsequent iteration step.
Previous theoretical studies showed that particles often leave
the search space as soon as in the first iteration [24]. If there
are good local optima on the boundary, eventually all particles
might converge there, in particular, if a densely connected
neighborhood topology is used. The phenomenon of premature
convergence on the boundary was already experimentally
observed and discussed earlier [15], [4]. Our flat landscape
analysis in Section VI showed that when using the NearestZ strategy, the search is biased towards the boundary as well.
However, it seems that setting the critical velocity components
to zero can help particles to escape boundary regions if
necessary.
We already discussed that the Unmodified strategy was
clearly outperformed by Zero and Adjust in our experiments,
and that Nearest works best in combination with Zero. Moreover, Table II shows that Zero can also be slightly preferred
over Adjust when using Random or Reflect position handling.
Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, Nearest, Reflect and
Random position handling were used in combination with the
Zero strategy.

r
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regions whereas Random-Z favors the center. In the following
experimental analysis, we investigate whether this bias can
also be observed when solving non-flat problems. Therefore,
the well-known Sphere benchmark was shifted by different
values Y , and the swarm’s ability to find optima located at
different search space areas was analyzed.
The Shifted Sphere function, SphereY,
Pn has the 2following function description: f (~x) =
i=1 (xi − Y ) . The
search space S and the initialization space I were set to
[−100 . . . 100]n . Asymmetric initialization is not used in this
case because the function itself is shifted. The problem was
examined for 2, 5, 30, and 100 dimensions, and for Y =
0, 10, 20, . . . , 80, 90, 99, 100. In the following, we state that a
particle swarm has solved the Shifted Sphere problem if the
obtained objective value was less than 10−5 .
First irregularities occur already in the 2-dimensional case:
As shown in Table III, the PSO algorithm sometimes did
not succeed in solving the Sphere99 problem when using
the Nearest-Z strategy. In the flat landscape analysis, we
observed that Nearest-Z is biased towards the search space
boundary. The reason for its inability to reliably solve the
Sphere99 problem is that the swarm sometimes gets stuck on
the boundary. The situation can be even worse if velocities
are not set to zero, as outlined in the previous section and
mentioned in earlier results [15], [4]. However, it might be a
good idea to pull particles back into the search space. When
using RandomBack, particles never converged on the boundary
in our experimental analysis on the Shifted Sphere functions,
although it is biased towards the boundary on a flat landscape.
In the flat landscape analysis, two bound handling methods
were identified to introduce a significant center bias into the
PSO algorithm: Hyperbolic and Random-Z. Hence, we would
expect these methods to successfully solve a Shifted Sphere
problem if the global optimum is located in or near the
search space center, but to have difficulties to provide good
solutions if the global optimum is placed near the boundary.
However, although Hyperbolic is strongly biased towards the
center when solving the flat landscape problem, it does not
fail to approach good solutions near the boundary. The results
obtained when using this methodology are satisfactory, even
for Sphere99 and Sphere100, and even for high-dimensional
problems. Hence, despite the center bias, Hyperbolic is able
to explore boundary regions. However, the convergence speed
can be very slow. Details are shown in the convergence plot in
Figure 7: When solving the Sphere100 problem, Hyperbolic
is able to provide good results only if the algorithm is run for
more than approx. 50,000 function evaluations. On the other
hand, when solving the Sphere0 or Sphere10 problem, which
have their global optimum in or near the center, Hyperbolic
converges much faster than all other bound handling strategies
(see Figure 8). These convergence analyses confirm the center
bias of Hyperbolic observed when solving the flat landscape
problem.
In contrast to Hyperbolic, Random-Z is not able to approach
good solutions at the search space boundary when solving
high-dimensional problems. Significant performance losses
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The flat landscape analysis presented in Section VI showed
that each bound handling method is biased towards specific
areas of the search space, e.g., Nearest-Z prefers boundary
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C. Shifted Sphere Analysis
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF ONE - SIDED W ILCOXON RANK SUM TEST WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 0.01. F OR EACH ALGORITHMIC COMBINATION (A, B), THIS MATRIX
SHOWS HOW OFTEN A PERFORMED SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN B. Example: E NTRY 9 IN THE FIRST TABLE SHOWS THAT N EAREST-Z SIGNIFICANTLY
OUTPERFORMED N EAREST-U (3) ON 9 BENCHMARKS . T HE TOTAL NUMBER OF BENCHMARKS IS 19. T HE VELOCITY HANDLING STRATEGIES ARE
ABBREVIATED : -Z DENOTES Zero, -A DENOTES Adjust, AND -U DENOTES Unmodified.

Nearest-Z (1)
Nearest-A (2)
Nearest-U (3)

1
0
1
0

2
8
0
0

3
9
8
0

Random-Z (4)
Random-A (5)
Random-U (6)

4
0
1
1

5
5
0
1

6
10
10
0

Reflect-Z (7)
Reflect-A (8)
Reflect-U (9)

7
0
0
1

8
2
0
1

9
10
10
0

TABLE III
AVERAGE VALUES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON S PHERE 99 AND S PHERE 100, IN 2-, 5-, AND 30- DIMENSIONS .

2D Sphere99

5D Sphere99

30D Sphere99

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Nearest-Z
Random-Z
Reflect-Z
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

4.3345e-12±4.6874e-13
3.4953e-12±3.8284e-13
0.1±0.030151
4.3011e-12±4.6263e-13
3.655e-12±3.5758e-13
8.6854e-12±8.7458e-13
3.9552e-12±3.9737e-13
4.4446e-12±4.8675e-13

6.412e-09±2.9573e-10
6.4054e-09±2.8868e-10
0.2±0.04264
6.8431e-09±3.1012e-10
6.224e-09±2.5881e-10
7.0681e-09±3.1692e-10
6.656e-09±2.9343e-10
6.5404e-09±2.9843e-10

9.657e-07±1.185e-08
9.7198e-07±1.2917e-08
0.52±0.097938
504.42±12.418
9.5121e-07±1.5062e-08
9.7384e-07±1.4381e-08
8.9325e-07±1.1927e-08
9.5927e-07±1.3301e-08

2D Sphere100

5D Sphere100

30D Sphere100

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Nearest-Z
Random-Z
Reflect-Z
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

6.4756e-09±3.4944e-10
0±0
0±0
2.5553e-04±3.5961e-05
1.835e-12±1.8805e-13
4.8199e-12±5.1443e-13
1.0273e-11±1.0907e-12
1.2462e-11±1.3982e-12

4.8356e-08±2.3166e-09
0±0
0±0
0.55797±0.026257
2.7189e-09±1.1198e-10
6.1907e-09±2.8834e-10
1.7084e-08±5.9589e-10
1.7653e-08±6.8277e-10

6.9615e-07±3.8906e-08
4.5013e-07±7.9305e-09
2.4847e-08±4.3738e-09
905.46±16.188
4.2589e-07±5.5026e-09
9.6749e-07±1.515e-08
1.4779e-06±1.5638e-08
1.3151e-06±1.3195e-08
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can already be noticed when solving Sphere99 or Sphere100
in 30 dimensions (see Table III), and are even more obvious
when solving the respective 100-dimensional problems (see
Table IV and Figure 7).
Considering the flat landscape analysis, there are two clear
winners: When using Reflect-Z, the particles are only slightly
distracted from the boundary, and they uniformly explore the
flat landscape when using BoundedMirror bound handling.
Both Reflect-Z and BoundedMirror were able to solve the
Shifted Sphere benchmarks regardless of the value of Y , and
for every investigated dimensionality (the obtained average
values are shown in Tables III and IV). However, when applying BoundedMirror, the particle swarm mostly converged very
slowly and unpredictable in high-dimensional spaces: When
solving the 100-dimensional Sphere100 problem, solutions of
very good quality were not available until approx. 150,000
function evaluations had passed, and a similar behavior can
also be observed for Sphere0. See Figures 7 and 8 for
details. Although the flat landscape is almost ideally explored,
BoundedMirror is not the best choice for high-dimensional
spaces probably due to the fact that the search space volume
is strongly increased, by a factor of 2n . Using Reflect-Z does
not have this disadvantage. Instead, the particles converged
fast, and delivered results of very good quality throughout the
Shifted Sphere benchmark set.
Summarized, the Shifted Sphere experiment confirmed the

results derived from our flat landscape analysis presented in
Section VI, e.g., the center bias of Hyperbolic and RandomZ, the swarm’s affinity towards the boundary when using
Nearest-Z, and that the swarm is nearly unbiased when applying Reflect-Z bound handling. Furthermore, we learned
that BoundedMirror might not be suited for high-dimensional
problems due to the significant increase of the search space
volume, although it performed best in the flat landscape
analysis.
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D. Benchmark Analysis

Both the flat landscape and the Shifted Sphere function are
rather simple optimization problems. This last experiment is
dedicated to the question which bound handling strategies are
suited for which class of problems in order to provide hints
for practical PSO application. In particular, we are interested
if the results of the flat landscape and the Shifted Sphere
analysis apply for other problems as well. Summarizing the
results of the flat landscape and the Shifted Sphere analysis,
there is a clear winner: the Reflect-Z strategy. Hence, we are
especially interested in the question how Reflect-Z performs
in comparison with the other methodologies.
In order to answer these questions, seven well-known traditional benchmark functions (Sphere, Rosenbrock, Rastrigin,
Griewank, Ackley, Michalewicz, and Schwefel, see Table I),
and the CEC 2005 benchmarks f1–f14 [23] were used as
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE VALUES AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON THE SHIFTED S PHERE BENCHMARKS (100- DIMENSIONAL ).

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C
Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

Sphere10
6.0733e-06±9.7688e-08
5.9914e-06±8.6473e-08
6.0914e-06±8.7046e-08
6.0021e-06±8.215e-08
6.1241e-06±8.8645e-08
5.9803e-06±8.3014e-08
6.1255e-06±9.0825e-08
6.3554e-06±2.0867e-07
18436±3777.1
6.0626e-06±8.343e-08
Sphere50
5.7862e-06±7.775e-08
5.8645e-06±9.9475e-08
6.0637e-06±8.0149e-08
6.0661e-06±8.4508e-08
6.1187e-06±1.0234e-07
6.0506e-06±8.9848e-08
5.9365e-06±8.4451e-08
8.8568e-05±8.1982e-05
145250±10894
6.0937e-06±8.7881e-08
Sphere90
5.9648e-06±8.7999e-08
5.9907e-06±8.6244e-08
2±1.4071
7.028e-06±1.0463e-07
10879±250.45
6.0886e-06±8.9738e-08
6.0695e-06±8.9505e-08
6.3467e-06±1.3653e-07
594410±16177
5.7484e-06±8.9259e-08
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Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

Sphere
6.1045e-06±9.3119e-08
5.9764e-06±8.4248e-08
6.2e-06±1.061e-07
6.0864e-06±9.4963e-08
5.8033e-06±8.0123e-08
5.9754e-06±8.8948e-08
6.3086e-06±1.1249e-07
6.3577e-06±7.9919e-08
12394±3320.5
6.2421e-06±1.0176e-07
Sphere40
6.0746e-06±8.8186e-08
5.9356e-06±9.0206e-08
6.361e-06±1.7607e-07
5.9702e-06±9.1828e-08
6.1531e-06±9.4541e-08
6.0776e-06±8.5007e-08
6.1332e-06±1.012e-07
6.3577e-06±1.1356e-07
80281±8602.9
6.0471e-06±8.6956e-08
Sphere80
6.083e-06±1.0817e-07
6.1176e-06±1.0538e-07
4±4
6.2173e-06±9.0094e-08
6.4698e-06±1.308e-07
5.9744e-06±1.0193e-07
6.2391e-06±9.3654e-08
6.4613e-06±1.2418e-07
487880±12390
6.1323e-06±9.5742e-08
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Sphere20
5.9109e-06±9.6418e-08
6.1546e-06±1.0511e-07
6.0497e-06±8.1365e-08
6.2209e-06±9.1495e-08
6.0773e-06±9.3729e-08
6.0071e-06±9.1625e-08
6.163e-06±9.6449e-08
6.4364e-06±9.2964e-08
25559±4500.2
6.2103e-06±8.5842e-08
Sphere60
5.9714e-06±8.4452e-08
6.2003e-06±9.9254e-08
6.145e-06±9.2158e-08
5.9418e-06±8.3288e-08
6.1291e-06±8.5198e-08
5.9772e-06±8.5124e-08
6.0569e-06±9.8957e-08
6.3394e-06±1.1244e-07
212350±12571
5.9662e-06±7.7867e-08
Sphere99
5.932e-06±8.0168e-08
5.921e-06±8.9808e-08
0.72015±0.11022
20839±329.47
56731±634.04
6.0368e-06±9.1581e-08
5.8621e-06±8.8721e-08
6.3585e-06±8.9263e-08
753030±16884
165.92±103.47

Re

Sphere30
6.0458e-06±8.7989e-08
6.0627e-06±9.909e-08
6.0768e-06±8.9161e-08
5.9615e-06±8.6349e-08
6.1626e-06±8.8506e-08
6.0113e-06±8.8524e-08
6.0969e-06±9.955e-08
6.5288e-06±1.2903e-07
47893±6700.3
6.0938e-06±8.7021e-08
Sphere70
6.0507e-06±9.7184e-08
6.0492e-06±8.7276e-08
5.9379e-06±8.4428e-08
6.2312e-06±9.0911e-08
6.1516e-06±8.3979e-08
6.3045e-06±1.0124e-07
5.981e-06±8.7367e-08
6.4027e-06±1.2207e-07
301670±13765
6.0237e-06±8.6457e-08
Sphere100
3.8653e-06±1.1342e-07
2.1426e-06±2.1504e-08
7.7479e-07±1.4735e-08
24484±363.03
62532±617.45
1.526e-06±1.1241e-08
1.4397e-06±1.0569e-08
6.2857e-06±9.7334e-08
756960±15272
364.56±93.455

For the 100-dimensional problems, results are shown in
Table VI. The results of the Wilcoxon rank sum tests are
presented in Table VII to show which performance differences
are statistically significant. However, note that very many rank
sum tests were performed and that there is a high probability
that some “significant” results occured simply by chance. We
react to this fact by performing very careful interpretation of
the results obtained from the Wilcoxon rank sum test, and
by considering results only as significant if they are multiply
confirmed.
2) Discussion: The results of the flat landscape and Shifted
Sphere analysis are confirmed considering the 2- and 5dimensional benchmarks. In higher dimensions, bound handling becomes more important, and more significant performance differences can be observed.
The CEC benchmarks f5 and f8 were designed such that
their global optimum is located on the boundary. In the 2and 5-dimensional case, all methods except Random-Z were
able to solve f5 which confirmes the center bias of RandomZ. However, like in the Shifted Sphere analysis, Hyperbolic
was able to approach the global optimum in f5. f8 is a
rotated Ackley function with global optimum on the boundary.
The original Ackley is designed such that it is very flat
in most regions of the search space, providing nearly no
hints for a particle swarm optimizer where to search for the
global optimal solution. A deep valey in the center of the

ew

a benchmark set. We excluded all noisy functions and all
functions without boundary constraints from the investigation.
All problems were tested using a 2, 5, 30, and 100-dimensional
parameter space. In the following, we will first present the
results, and give an interpretation of these experimental results
afterwards.
1) Results: Mostly, the PSO was able to find the global optimum for the 2-dimensional problems, given 300,000 function
evaluations. However, there are some exceptions, shown in Table V. The following performance differences are statistically
significant, considering the results of the one-sided Wilcoxon
rank sum test: Hyperbolic was significantly outperformed by
all other bound handling variants on Michalewicz, Schwefel,
and f8. Random-Z was significantly outperformed by all other
methods on f5, and by all strategies except Hyperbolic on f8.
On many 5-dimensional problems, all particle swarms provided solutions of similar quality. The global optimum of f8
was not found by any of the particle swarm optimizers: Each
swarm achieved an equally poor average objective value of
approx. −119.99 (global optimum: −140). Again, Hyperbolic
was significantly outperformed by all other bound handling
strategies on Michalewicz and Schwefel, and additionally on
Rastrigin, f9, and f14. Random-Z was again significantly
outperformed by all other strategies on f5. Another remarkable
result is that BoundedMirror performed significantly better
than the other strategies on Schwefel.
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Average objective values of different bound handling strategies on the Sphere100 function. Vertical bars (very small) show the standard errors.
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TABLE V
AVERAGE OBJECTIVE VALUES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF DIFFERENT BOUND HANDLING STRATEGIES ON ALL 2- DIMENSIONAL BENCHMARKS WITH
SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES . T HE BEST OBJECTIVE VALUES ARE PRESENTED TOGETHER WITH THE FUNCTION NAME WHERE AVAILABLE .
Schwefel (≈ -837.9658)
-491.73±8.0999
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0
-837.97±0

f5 (-310)
-310±0
-310±0
-310±0
-309.05±0.054523
-298.48±0.51144
-310±0
-310±0
-310±0
-310±0
-310±0

The higher the problem’s dimensionality, the stronger are
the performance differences among the different bound handling methods. Due to the high dimensionality and the difficulty of the problems, the biases observed in the flat landscape
and Shifted Sphere analysis cannot be confirmed as clearly as
in the lower-dimensional experiment. Other effects seem to
have a stronger impact on the solution quality. However, the
experimental results of the 30- and 100-dimensional problems

f8 (-140)
-121.64±0.47711
-140±0
-140±0
-139.32±0.34364
-138.73±0.20269
-139.4±0.34289
-139.8±0.2
-140±0
-139.63±0.23583
-139.2±0.39389

ew

parameter space contains the global optimum. Respectively,
f8 has a deep valey at the boundary and is very flat elsewhere.
This setting prevented many swarms to approach the global
optimum, as shown in Table V. The only successful bound
handling strategies were the two methods which are biased
towards the boundary according to the flat landscape analysis,
Nearest-Z and RandomBack, and the unbiased BoundedMirror
methodology. In the higher-dimensional experiments, none of
the swarms was able to solve f8, due to its needle-in-thehaystack character.

vi

Michalewicz
-1.8204±5.4679e-03
-1.9498±0
-1.9473±1.753e-03
-1.9473±1.753e-03
-1.9485±1.2459e-03
-1.9485±1.2459e-03
-1.9436±2.7291e-03
-1.9498±0
-1.9498±0
-1.9473±1.753e-03

Re

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C
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are interesting for practical PSO application which often have
a high-dimensional (bound-)constrained parameter space.
As observed earlier [24], the often-used Infinity strategy
is not suited for high-dimensional search spaces. The obtained average objective value is often very poor for the
100-dimensional testfunctions (see Table VI). Note, however,
that in 30 dimensions, Infinity without velocity clamping
provided satisfactory results. When solving a high-dimensional
optimization problem, many particles are expected to leave the
parameter space in the first iteration [24]. Hence, when using
Infinity bound handling, many particles mainly explore invalid
space at the beginning of the optimization process. The use of
velocity clamping often improved the average objective value.
Similarly, BoundedMirror provided good average solution
quality on many 2-, 5-, and 30-dimensional problems, but
the performance sometimes strongly deteriorated when solving
the 100-dimensional benchmarks. We assume that the reason
is the strong increase of the search space volume. When
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE VALUES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF DIFFERENT BOUND HANDLING STRATEGIES ON ALL TESTED BENCHMARKS (100- DIMENSIONAL ). T HE
BEST OBJECTIVE VALUES ARE PRESENTED TOGETHER WITH THE FUNCTION NAME .

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

ew

vi

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

Ackley (0)
0.37521±0.065438
1.6451±0.078303
1.7005±0.069327
1.5459±0.076438
1.7119±0.068808
1.4626±0.085977
1.6294±0.075987
2.3821±0.11136
15.43±0.37338
2.3523±0.061027
Schwefel (≈ -41898.3)
-15355±184.88
-25612±161.9
-26484±151.24
-23921±147
-22942±143.9
-29606±207.98
-29251±166.54
-26953±134.31
-18178±90.386
-20518±143.28
f5 (-310)
28219±271.24
29944±450.91
29524±429.39
32105±356.57
33720±380.52
27173±358.98
26681±359.26
31919±408.99
93025±1065.9
34647±412.88
f10 (-330)
495.27±7.8779
102.57±7.8605
43.263±7.3072
89.885±6.5438
129.2±7.3471
-0.7819±5.6275
4.8109±5.5037
173.63±7.7015
1867.9±33.698
288.92±11.142
f14 (-300)
-254.1±0.059543
-253.25±0.041769
-253.37±0.046871
-253.41±0.040798
-253.47±0.045182
-253.53±0.046329
-253.44±0.038034
-253.08±0.039463
-251.67±0.05942
-253.59±0.046806

Re

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

er

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

Rosenbrock (0)
170.2±5.7773
206.42±6.2185
202.86±6.7151
196.26±6.278
195.36±5.9887
207.73±5.9272
201.05±6.1938
198.35±6.3045
225120±176390
186.36±6.4013
Rastrigin (0)
164.56±2.6617
312.98±4.2073
342.43±4.3643
251.75±3.1807
236.83±2.5578
330.21±3.5962
348.95±4.4523
275.66±3.941
388.76±6.9991
345.48±4.3513
f3 (-450)
11727000±261660
36851000±1069300
53671000±2144700
78978000±3292400
1.5258e+08±8141000
36132000±917720
36889000±1103800
36153000±900690
8.6207e+09±4.3234e+08
1.737e+07±452710
f9 (-330)
260.28±5.0671
36.693±4.8195
43.252±5.2026
53.346±5.3871
72.444±5.8994
-2.547±6.0854
-0.70505±5.2413
63.244±6.5548
1025.9±30.503
229.29±7.5595
f13 (-130)
-102.8±0.51827
-60.212±1.7658
-66.149±1.6295
-66.064±1.4776
-64.505±1.5303
-65.677±1.5125
-67.248±1.4701
-40.451±2.7269
506500±85463
-65.801±1.3066

Pe

Hyperbolic
RandomBack
Absorb
Random-Z
Random
Reflect-Z
Reflect
BoundedMirror
Infinity
Infinity-C

Sphere (0)
6.0991e-06±9.9879e-08
6.0006e-06±1.0042e-07
6.1612e-06±8.4985e-08
6.0223e-06±9.1279e-08
6.0717e-06±8.6509e-08
6.1364e-06±9.0257e-08
6.1975e-06±9.5109e-08
6.1399e-06±8.8897e-08
257.59±202.37
5.8106e-06±8.9932e-08
Michalewicz
-86.063±0.18036
-78.403±0.32374
-78.345±0.29364
-81.793±0.24097
-82.933±0.23303
-78.084±0.29885
-78.444±0.29046
-77.75±0.3707
-71.602±0.57711
-78.845±0.34489
f2 (-450)
3394.1±58.766
29278±830.22
40695±1187.6
24035±773.47
34040±1412.3
22989±571
24518±683.91
26763±657.22
1070200±48804
10746±361.05
f8 (-140)
-118.71±2.7837e-03
-118.71±2.9245e-03
-118.71±3.2058e-03
-118.7±2.6876e-03
-118.69±2.7673e-03
-118.71±2.8503e-03
-118.71±3.0183e-03
-118.7±2.8472e-03
-118.6±4.1345e-03
-118.7±3.221e-03
f12 (90)
184130±11227
575560±23888
1100900±47792
368380±17310
727850±41578
604740±28252
671590±28547
435700±17925
3.278e+07±928470
275740±12189

r
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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Griewank (0)
2.8395e-03±4.8179e-04
4.9698e-03±1.0694e-03
6.8967e-03±1.4834e-03
4.6485e-03±1.0456e-03
5.4837e-03±1.6729e-03
3.2046e-03±7.1381e-04
3.5266e-03±6.8353e-04
4.8126e-03±1.2434e-03
2.341±1.5805
8.8868e-03±2.6095e-03
f1 (-450)
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
-450±0
149330±11743
-450±0
f6 (390)
568.29±4.8617
590.13±5.6852
156270±155650
585.33±5.2145
582.77±5.1349
576.15±5.6217
600.06±5.0376
598.89±5.6204
9.6912e+10±8.8793e+09
588.1±4.8021
f11 (-460)
214.81±0.72584
223.91±0.62096
222.77±0.52507
222.67±0.60759
223.94±0.57508
219.28±0.61104
218.94±0.6173
225.26±0.54119
257.65±0.72128
224.15±0.60764
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Average objective values of different bound handling strategies on the Sphere0 function. Vertical bars show the standard errors.

Pe

using BoundedMirror, the search space volume is increased
by a factor of 2n , where n is the problem’s dimensionality.
Hence, although BoundedMirror performed perfectly on the
flat landscape, it has some serious drawbacks when applied
on high-dimensional problems.
The flat landscape analysis showed that both Nearest-Z and
RandomBack are biased towards the boundary. Furthermore,
the Shifted Sphere experiments showed that particle swarms
using Nearest-Z bound handling are in danger of prematurely
converging on the boundary. In the experimental study on
the 30- and 100-dimensional benchmarks both methods only
showed mediocre performance. E.g., they cannot compete with
Reflect-Z on the 30- and 100-dimensional benchmarks considering the results of the Wilcoxon rank sum tests (Table VII).
Moreover, when using Nearest-Z, the obtained average obtained objective value sometimes is very poor, with high
standard error, e.g., when solving the 100-dimensional CEC
2005 benchmark f6.
We already learned that Random-Z often is not able to
approach boundary solutions. This finding is also confirmed
by the experimental results on the 30- and 100-dimensional
problems. Considering average values and the results of the
Wilcoxon rank sum test, Random-Z performed very good on
the traditional benchmarks which have their global optimum in
or near the search space center (Sphere, Rosenbrock, Ackley,
Griewank, and Rastrigin). However, the use of Random-Z is
disadvantageous for problems which have their good solutions
on or near the boundary (Schwefel, f5).
Hyperbolic performed exceptionally well on most of the
30- and 100-dimensional problems, whereas its performance
on the 2- and 5-dimensional problems is only average. On
the 100-dimensional testbed, Hyperbolic significantly out-

performed all other bound handling strategies on Ackley,
Michalewicz, Rastrigin, f2, f3, f11, f12, f12, and f14 (see
Table VII). The obtained average objective values are outstandingly good for most functions (see Table VI). However,
Hyperbolic performed very poorly on Schwefel, f9, and f10
(see Table VI). The Shifted Sphere analysis showed that Hyperbolic is able to approach boundary regions despite its strong
bias towards the search space center. This finding is confirmed
by the benchmark experiments: Hyperbolic achieved good
average objective values when solving f5, which has its global
optimum on the boundary. Hence, the reason for its bad
performance of Schwefel, f9, and f10 must be different. The
CEC benchmarks f9 and f10 have a huge number of local
optima [23]. We meassured the average distance a particle
covered for all bound handling strategies and functions. The
results for a representative set of 100-dimensional problems
are depicted in Table VIII. We notice that the velocities when
using Hyperbolic are relatively small. Hence, the exploration
capabilities of swarms using Hyperbolic is diminished, and it
is more probable that the swarm prematurely converges on
a local optimum. Although Hyperbolic provided extremely
good solutions for most high-dimensional problems, there are
problems which could not be solved satisfactory. Hyperbolic
seems to have difficulties with highly multimodal functions.
For high-dimensional problems with a moderate number of
local optima that are known not to lie on the boundary,
Hyperbolic might be a good choice.
The last bound handling strategy under consideration is
Reflect-Z. On a flat landscape, this method was only very
slightly biased towards the search space center, and it had
no difficulties with solving the Shifted Sphere benchmark.
Swarms using Reflect-Z showed good performance throughout
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TABLE VII
S UMMARY OF ONE - SIDED W ILCOXON RANK SUM TEST WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 0.01 FOR THE 100- DIMENSIONAL BENCHMARKS . F OR EACH
ALGORITHMIC COMBINATION (A, B), THIS MATRIX SHOWS ON WHICH BENCHMARKS A PERFORMED SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN B. B DENOTES THE
SET OF ALL 19 BENCHMARKS .

1

2
{Ro, Ack,
Mich, Rastr,
f2, f3, f5, f6,
f11, f12, f13,
f14}
{}

3
{Ro, Ack,
Mich, Rastr,
f2, f3, f5, f6,
f11, f12, f13,
f14}
{Rastr, f2, f3,
f12}

4
{Ro, Ack,
Mich, Rastr,
f2, f3, f5, f11,
f12, f13, f14}

5
{Ro, Ack,
Mich, Rastr,
f2, f3, f11,
f12, f13, f14}

{Schwefel,
f3, f5}

{Rastr}

{Schwefel,
f9, f10}

{Schwefel,
f10, f13}

{}

{Schwefel,
f3, f5, f10}

{}

{Ack, f5, f10,
f11, f13, f14}

B\ {Sphere,
Ro}

Random-Z
(4)

{Schwefel,
f9, f10}

{Mich, Rastr,
f2, f12, f13,
f14}

{Mich, Rastr,
f2, f12}

{}

{Mich, Rastr,
f12}

B\ {Ro}

Reflect-Z
(5)

{Schwefel,
f5, f9, f10}

{Schwefel,
f2, f5, f9, f10,
f11, f13, f14}

{Schwefel,
f2, f3, f5, f6,
f9, f10, f11,
f12, f14}

{Schwefel,
f3, f5, f9,
f10, f11}

{}

Bounded
Mirror (6)

{Schwefel,
f9, f10}

{Rastr, f2, f3,
f12}

{Schwefel,
f3}

{Rastr, f12}

Infinity (7)
Infinity-C
(8)

{Schwefel}
{Sphere,
Schwefel, f9,
f10}

{Rastr,
Schwefel,
f12}
{}
{f2, f3, f12,
f14}

{Ack, Mich,
Rastr, f2, f10,
f11, f12, f13,
f14}
{Ack,
Schwefel, f2,
f5, f6, f8, f9,
f10, f11, f13,
f14}
{}

Hyperbolic
(1)

{}

Random
Back (2)

{Schwefel,
f9, f10}

Nearest-Z
(3)

r
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{}
{Sphere, f2,
f3, f12, f14}

{}
{f2, f3, f12,
f14}

{}
{Sphere, f2,
f3, f12}

6
{Ro, Ack,
Mich, Rastr,
f2, f3, f5, f6,
f8, f11, f12,
f13, f14}
{Ack, f5, f9,
f10, f13, f14}

{}
{Sphere, f2,
f3, f12, f13,
f14}

7
B\ {Sphere,
Ro,
Schwefel}

8
{Ack, Mich,
Rastr, f2, f3,
f5, f6, f8, f11,
f12, f13, f14}

B\ {Ro}

{Ack, Rastr,
Schwefel, f5,
f8, f9, f10}
{Ack,
Schwefel, f5,
f8, f9, f10}
{Ack, Mich,
Rastr,
Schwefel, f5,
f9, f10}
{Ack, Rastr,
Schwefel, f5,
f8, f9, f10,
f11}

B\ {Sphere,
Ro}

B\ {Sphere,
Ro}
{}
B\ {Ro}

{Rastr,
Schwefel, f5,
f9, f10}
{}
{}

er

the given benchmark set. Although it was often significantly
outperformed by Hyperbolic, there is, in contrast to Hyperbolic, no function where Reflect-Z performed extremely bad
in comparison to the other bound handling strategies.
In this section, we presented a broad experimental study
of different bound handling strategies on a wide range of
commonly-used benchmark functions. The benchmark analysis confirmed the results obtained in the flat landscape and
Shifted Sphere analysis. Furthermore, we identified specific
advantages and drawbacks of the different strategies. From
the investigated methods, we recommend Reflect-Z if nothing
is known of the optimization problem beforehand. Reflect-Z
showed satisfactory performance throughout the whole benchmark set in comparison to the other bound handling strategies.

of such a priori knowledge, however, we would recommend a
technique without bias. To evaluate the performance of various
bound handling techniques in optimization, we tested them on
a large variety of test problems, including a simple sphere with
the optimum at various distances from the boundary, and the
CEC benchmark test suite. Based on the analysis, it seems
the Reflect-Z method is the overall best performing candidate.
It reflects the particle’s movement at the boundary, and sets
the velocity to zero. Another good technique is Hyperbolic,
although it seems to struggle with highly multimodal landscapes. Contrary to common belief, the Infinity method, which
is perhaps the most widely used technique in the literature, has
shown to be clearly inferior.
As a next step, the analysis should be extended to include
arbitrary constraints, rather than only bounds on the range of
values a variable is allowed to take on. We would expect,
however, that the general insights gained from the study on
bounds will be transferable to general constraint handling.

In this paper, we have examined various bound handling
techniques for PSO. As we have shown, the bound handling
technique has a huge impact on the performance of the PSO,
especially if the number of dimensions of the search space
is high. Compared to EAs, bound handling is more difficult,
as particles have a momentum, and the velocity has to be
set appropriately. Based on an analysis of flat landscapes, we
were able to demonstrate that most bound handling techniques
proposed in the literature introduce some bias into the search.
Such a bias can be used intentionally, e.g., if it is known that
the optimum will be on or close to the boundary. In the absence
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